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tocol=TCP, node id=Node1 when q1.ploss byte >
K1;
• q3: select total byte where src addr=10.0.0.1,
dst addr=10.0.0.2, src port=22, dst port=33, protocol=TCP, node id=Node2 when q2.total byte <
K2;
• q4: select tcp win where src addr=10.0.0.1,
dst addr=10.0.0.2, src port=22, dst port=33, protocol=TCP, node id=Node2 when q3.total byte <
K3;
After the query q4, we check to see if the TCP window
size is the root cause of packet loss. If so, we can start
1: ploss_byte
Query 4: tcp_win
to tune Query
the relevant
parameters of system
settings in the
Event 1
Event 3
DTNs.

1) The Equery Syntax: The syntax of Equery is summarized in Table I. For more details of Equery, we refer
readers to [12].
query
Edison clause
Controller
A select
is used to express what
resultdata the user
wants to query. Here the arguments are defined as measurement fields, including the fields of a packets header,
as well as the aggregated fields.
A where clause applies the boolean expression to filter the query results. Only those packets satisfying the
boolean expression will be analyzed for statistical purposes.
A groupby clause
is used together with an select clause
Ares
to collect measurement Ares
data across multiple fields and
Event 2
Query 2: total_byte
Query 3: total_byte
group the results by one or more columns.
III. Evaluation
A when clause is employed to impose a event trigger on
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Node2
Edison.
Node1
a query. A query driven by a when clause will be executed
In particular we focus on the performance and scalability
once the event (described asAres
boolean expression) happens.
of Ares as Equery has been used in experimental operWith when clause, Equery uniquely distinguishes it self
ations of the international research networks. We expect
fromOperational
the conventional
Network measurement tools, for example, to show the performance
of <Ares
over argus and
Event 2:boost
total_byte
K2
pmacct and argus.
10.0.0.1:22
10.0.0.2:33
pmacct on measuring high speed network traffic
up to
2) The Equery Examples: We present two Equery ex100Gbps. The evaluation metric is packet receiving rate
amples to illustrate how to use Equery to describe meaEvent 1: ploss_byte > K1
Event 3: total_byte < K3
(PRR), which is proportional to the sustained throughput.
surement tasks. The first one is an atomic Equery, and the
oneisissupported
an event-driven
composite
Equery.
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